_ In this paper we analyze the role played by capacity utilization and maintenance costs in the propagation of aggregate fiuctuations. To this purpose we use an extension of the general equilibrium stochastic growth model that incorporates a depreciation technology depending both upon capital utilization (depreciation in use assumption) and maintenance costs. In addition, we argue that the maintenance activity must be countercyclical, because it is cheaper for the firm to repair and maintain machines when they are stopped than when machines are being employed. We show that the propagation mechanism associated to our technology assumption is quantitatively important: the countercyclicality of maintenance costs contributes significantly to magnify and propagate aggregate fiuctuations.
Introduction
One of the mam contributions of Kydland and Prescott (1982) is that productivity shocks can account for a great part of the variability of output, where the Solow residual is normal1y used as a measure of the shocks to technology. Since then, the scope of this affirmation and the related measure of productivity shocks have been extensively discussed. In a recent papel' investigating the sensitivity of the Solow residual to labor hoarding behavior, Burnside et al. (1993) argue that "... the variance of innovations to technology is roughly a 50 percent less than the one implied by standard real business cyele models". If we accept that technology shocks are one of the main sources of fiuctuations, it is important to investigate the economic mechanisms through which technology shocks propagate and magnify aggregate fiuctuations, and to quantify the extent to which these propagation mechanisms explain certain features of the data.
l Specifical1y, in this papel' \Ve analyze the role played by capacity utilizabon and maintenance costs in propagating technology shocks ayer the business cyele. In acldition, if it turns out that the strength of the propagation mechanisms investigatec1
is quantitatively important, then supporting the trac1itional view that fiuctuations in technical progress can account for a large fraction of observed volatility in aggregate output is justifiable.
The main economic mechanism implicit in the labor hoarding assumption proposed
by Burnsicle et al. (1993) is based upon the idea that technology shocks propagate because "effort" (a measure of labor intensity) is procyelical. Nevertheless, labor hoarding is not the only way to model underemployment of production factors. As Greenwood et al. (1988) pointed out, capacities could also be underutilized over the business cyele.
A first step in this direction is in Bils and eho (1994) , where the capital utilization rate is assumed to depend on effective hours per worker. A more convincing argument is the one in Burnside anc1 Eichenbaum (1994) : In an economy where production depends on the effectively utilized capital, they impose the depTeciation in use assump-1 See Cochrane (1994) for a more general discussion of the evidence for various shocks.
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tion (the clepreciation rate is an increasing funetion of the capital utilization rate) to obtain a procyc1ical utilization rateo Both papers are mainly concernecl with the propagation mechanisms behind capital utilization: a procyc1ical capital utilization rate magnifies and propagates the impaet of environmental shocks, allowing to reproduce the observed volatility of output with a smaller volatility of the technology shock. As a direet consequence of this assumptions, the depreciation rate is also procyc1ical and more volatile than output.
2 Unfortunately, we do not have reliable data on utilization rates and aggregate depreciation to confirm 01' rejeet these hypothesis, neither do we have infol'mation on eifort.
\Ve assume in this papel' that depreciation depends not only on the utilization rate but also on mainteTlanCe costs, sincc machines are better preserved when the firm incurs in repair and maintenance activity. l\IIoreover, we argue that this maintenance aetivity must be countercyc1ical because it is cheaper for the firm to repair and maintain machines when they are stoppecl than when machines are being employecl. We show that the associated propagation mechanism is quantitatively important: the volatility of the innovation to technology shocks is almost 2.4 times smaller than the volatility of output, whereas in stanclarcl real bussines cyc1e mode1s with identical stochastic processes governing technical change they are approximately of the same orc1er of magnituc1e.
This result is in line with those of Burnsicle et al. (1993) anc1 Burnsicle anc1 Eichenbaum (1994) . However, ancl somewhat c10ser to Burnsicle ancl Eichenbaum (1994), \Ve do not find a substantial c1rop in the fraetion of output volatility accounted for by technology shocks. This seems to be an evidence in favour of the c1epreciation of capital in use assumption and the countel'cyc1icality of maintenance costs as quantitative1y convincing propagation mechanisms of technology shocks.
Some comments to our findings are in order though. First, by stanc1ard real business cyc1e models we mean not only a common mocleling environment but particular1y those models in which technological change is measurecl by the Solow residual. However, our moclel implies that what matters for output are the effective units of capital anel labor, these being determined by capital utilization and labor effort respectively.
Consequently, technological shocks cannot be measured by the Solow residual smce these shocks can cause capital utilization and labor effort to vary ayer time. 3 It is for this reason that we will elistinguish between the conventional Solow residual and our model-based measure of the process that generates the shocks to tecnology. Second, as Hansen (1989) pointed out, the cyclical fiuctuations exhibited by a stochastic growth model depend upon the stochastic processes governing technical change. Then, to keep our argument precise throughout the papel' we will refer fol' compal'isons to moelels assuming the same process for the technology shock. Even though the implications of our results with respect to the propagation mechanism are more precise if we restrict ourselves to the previous consielerations, we think that these implications can be quali tatively exteneleel to almost every real business cycle moelel. 
The Model
In this papel' we consieler capital utilization, endogenous elepreciation anel maintenance costs in a modified version of Hansen's (1985) indivisible labor moclel augmenteel to incorporate government consumption as in Christiano ancl Eichenbaum (1992) and lahor hoarc1ing as in Burnsicle, Eichenbaum and Rebelo (1993) .5
Following Greenwooc1 et al. (1992) we suppose that using capital increases the rate at which capita.! depreciates. However, depreciation can be reduced by maintenance.
The depreciation rate D t is a function of the maintenance costs rate mt (i.e., total maintenance costs divideel by the capital stock) and the utilization rate Ut:
elecreasing in mt, increasing in llt and convexo 3 As in Burnside et al. (1993) and Burnside and Eichenbaum (1994) . 4That is, \Ve abstract from the debate difference-stationary versus trend-stationary but highly persistent processes governing technical change. Instead, we argue that explicitly modeling richer environments throw attention to the internal propagation mechanisms of real business cycle models. 5The adopted specification of a dynamic general equilibrium model (DGEIVl) is very close to that in Burnside and Eichenbaum (1994) .
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,-_ , Aceording to (1) the planner equates the consumption of employed and unemployed indivicluals, since as in Rogerson (1988) we assume that the instantaneous utility at time t of an individual is separable aeross consumption and leisure.
\Ve assume that aggregate output at time t, Yi, depends on the total amount of effective capital, f{tutJ and on total effeetive hours of work, nt1wtJ through a CobbDouglas production funetion. Additionaly, maintenance costs must be deducec1 from production:
where X t is a labor augmenting aggregate shock to technology:
6I\Iaintenance activity, as any other adjustment costs activity, could be internal 01' externa!. In any case, the central planner must deduce it fl'om total production before assigning output to consumption, investment 01' government expenditures.
Here Vt is a serially uncorrelated i.i.d. process with zero mean and standard deviation (J"v' The aggregate resource constraint is given by (4) G t clenotes the time t government consumption. We assume that G t is an exogenous stochastic process that evolves according to (5) where 9t follo\\'s the law of motion
Here ln(g) is the mean of the stationary component of government consumption, ln(9t),
Ipl < 1 ancl Pt is the innovation to ln(9t) which is assumed to follow an i.i.d. process with zero mean and stanclard cleviation (J"w
The social planning problem of this economy is maximize (1) subject to (2) -(6) and It is convenient to represent this social planning problem in a way such that all planner's clecision variables converge in a non-stochastic enviroment. To this end we define the following detrended variables 71'\ote that throughout the paper lowercase letters denote stationary variables.
Note that gt, mil Ut, lUt anc1 nt are constants in non-stochastic steac1y state. Here we use King et al. (1988) log-linear modification of the solution procec1ure proposec1
by Kyc1lanc1 and Prescott (1982) to obtain an approximate solution to the planning problem.
The propagation mechanism
The propagation mechanism associatec1 to utilization anc1 depreciation can be unc1er-stooc1 by analyzing the fol1owing subset of the planner's problem optima.1 conc1itions:
They represent respectively the optimal rules for maintenance costs (7) anc1 utilization (8) anc1 the c1efinition of technology (9).
The cyclical behavior of maintenance costs and depreciation
The sign of the clepreciation funetion's cross c1erivative c1etermines the comovement mm of the utilization rate anc1 the maintenance rate over the cyc1e. We can see it by c1ifferentiating (7): clmt
l\Iaintenance costs move in the opposite (resp. same) c1ireetion than the utilization rate if b mu > O (resp. b mu < O). As it has been statec1 above, \Ve argue that the maintenance activity must be countercyc1ical because it is cheaper for the firm to 6 repair and maintain machines when they are stopped than when machines are being i.e., the depreciation rate moves in the same (resp. opposite) direction than the utilization rate if the depreciation function is such that n == Ó ómó 11 > -1 (resp. < -1).
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The cyclieal behavior of the utilization rate 'Ve can derive the cyclical behavior of the utilization rate from the opti111al rule for utilization (8). Manipulating equations (7) and (8) we obtain
The capital utilization rate would be procyclical if A > O. Even though capital utilization rates are poorly measured, there is empirical evidence supporting that the utilization of capital is procyclica1. 8 For convenience, we will refer to the depreciation in use assumption as the case in which the depreciation function depends only on the utilization rateo In this case, n = 8 mu = O, so that the utilization rate is always procyc1ical.
The propagation mechanism 'Ve can directly deduce fro111 equation (9) that procyclical utilization rates and countercyc1ical maintenance costs magnify the effect of productivity shocks. By linearizing the system (7), (8) and (9), around the steady state, and after sorne simplifications we get the basic structure of our propagation mechanism: 8Shapiro (1989) indicates that the utilization rates fram the surveys are procyclical even though they are less cyclical than production. Bresnahan and Ramey (1989) provide evidence of the underutilization of capital in the automobile industry following the oil shocks. so that the propagation mechanism measured as the ratio of the standard deviation of output to the stanclard cleviation of the technology shock must be proportional to
It can be easily shown that undel' a procyc1ical utilization rate ancl a countercyc1ical maintenance rate B < _<P_ < 1, which implies that the maintenance activity contributes <p+a 8
• to the propagation of technology shocks. Moreover, the propagation mechanism behind elepreciation anel utilization should be important if B is significatively smal1er than one.
The second elerivatives of the elepreciation function are crutial for it, in particular the cross derivative. Since we have adopteel a general form for the elepreciation function, \Ve must be careful with the calibration of these second elerivatives.
Calibration
'Ve calibrate our moelel economy fol1owing the methoels elescribeel in Cooley anel Prescott (1995) , anel \Ve use the set of measurements constructed by Christiano (1988) as our basic elata source. In adelition, \Ve make use of the U. S. National Income anel Proeluct Accounts (NIPA) elata to calibrate the capital income share in output. The official l11easurements are rearrangeel anel augmenteel to corresponel both to the structure of our moelel economy, anel to the elefinitions and sample perioel of the variables in our basic elata source.
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Next \Ve give some eletails on the elata set we use, then \Ve eliscuss our selection of parameters values anel final1y we elescribe our strategy to empirical1y implement our l110elel economy.
Data
The elata set from Christiano (1988) 9The definition of variables reported in Christiano (1988) is close to that discussed in Cooley and Prescott (1995) . The only difference is that Christiano's definition of output does not include the imputed flow of services from government capital.
10 AH series were converted to per-capita terms using an efficiency weighted measure of the population to abstract from demographic changes in the work force. For further details on this data set, see Christiano (1987) . Time series for hours worked, h t , is that constructed by Hansen (198.5) . Note
•
In addition, to construct our measure of the capital share we use annual data for the period 1955 -1984 and we follow the definition of variables discussed in Cooley and Prescott (1995) being consistent with the definition of variables in Christiano (1988) .
Essentially this implies to consider consumer durables as capital goods and then add the imputed flow of services of consumer durables to measured output. This is equivalent to the output measure in our basic data source. et al. (199: 3) \Ve select a fixecl cost to go to \VOl'k, ' I/J, of 60 hours per quarter.
Model parameters
As it has been stated above we first calibrate the labor income share in output. Note that our model specification implies that O; = ex/ (1 -111,) , where & = .6351 is the value that \Ve obtainecl from the U.S. NIPA (and sorne aclditional sources) data.
Then \Ve turn to our reference data set to calibrate the remaining parameters, except for those of the clepreciation function, choosing them so that the balanced-grO\vth path of our model economy matches certain long-term features of the data. \Ve calibrate the shares of the components of output, the capital-output ratio, the average rate of growth ancl the average depreciation rate to those average values impliecl by the data.
In aclclition, the shift length of l hours \Vas chosen so that the non stochastic steacly state value of \Vork effort equals one, and the average employment rate Ti \Vas chosen so that steady state average hOUl'S, h = ni, match the average of Hansen's hours series.
\Vith this selection of parameters we can solve the non stochastic steady state of our moclel for the rate of maintenance costs, bu U, () and l. final1y that to be consistent with our model assumptions we construct a model-based measure of the capital stock sin ce the official capital stock series were obtained from the Survey of Current Business (SCB) data which are mainly based on straight-line depreciation assumptions.
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• Burnsiele and Eichenbaum (1994) , that is the value that the elasticity of marginal depreciation would take when maintenance costs are exc1udeel from the moelel anel the depreciation function is D t = Dtlf where O < D< 1 and 'P > l. We finel that n = 0.21 anel D mu = 3.1 satisfy our second moments restrietions given <p = 0.545, corresponding to the case in which maintenance costs are countercyc1ical. The seconel oreler approximation to the depreciation funetion is graphed in Figure 1 for plausible values of m and tl.
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\Ve diel not find a set of parameters {n, D mu , <p} corresponeling to the procyc1ical maintenance costs case satisfying our second moments restrietions. Note that any II N" ote that we can not generate series for the unobserved variables and deduce the process for the technology shock until this set of parameters has been chosen. \'Ve consider this issue in detail in section 4.3.
12This procedure is consistent with the methodology of Cooley and Prescott (1995) and it is implemented, for instance, in Castañeda et al. (1995) . The reason that justifies this procedure is that our selection does not affect the question that we want to address which is restricted to the propagation mechanism implied by the model. 13Given our calibration, maintenance costs represent roughly a 2 per cent of output.
implies a countercyc1ical behavior of depreciation. When we impose this restriction any selection for 8mu leads to counterfactual second moments properties in the model aggregates, even when we change the value selected for <p.
Empirical implementation
In our model, technology shocks cannot be measured by the Solow residual as far as these shocks can cause capita.! utilization and labor effort to vary over time. It is for this reason that we have to deduce a time series on technology shocks before implementing our model empirical1y. To do this we do need data on effort and maintenace costs. In addition, to be consistent with our time-varying depreciation function hypothesis, we have to construct series on depreciation, utilization and the capital stock. In dealing with these problems we proceecl as fol1ows: t we solve the first-order conditions for maintenance costs (7) and utilization (8) of the planner's problem jointly with the law of motion for the capital stock given series on observec1 1~ and I t • We search for an initial value of capital stock such that the average capital-output ratio implied by our resulting capital series is approximately the same that the one obtained from the official capital stock series. Figures 2 and 3 Time series for the Solow residual and our measure of technology shocks are depieted in Figure 4 . Clearly, our approximate measure of technology shocks is less volatile than the one obtained from the conventional Solow's approach. Table 2 reports some seleeted properties of the second moments of Hodrick and Prescott (HP) filtered data for the U.S. economy and for two model economies: column 2 summarizes the results obtained by Burnside and Eichenbaum (1994) undel' the depreciation in use assumption, and column 3 reports our results. From these results it can be stated that the selected parameters of the depreciation funetion fits weH our targeted second moments properties. The standard deviation of HP filtered output of the model economy approximates the corresponding one generated by U.S data, which stresses on the contribution of productivity shocks to the propagation of aggregate fiuetuations. Table : 3 reports our measure of the propagation mechanism for the two models undel' consideration. As we expeeted from our results in seetion 3, with countercyc1ical maintenance costs we find that the standard deviation of output is more than twice the standard deviation of the technology shock. This statistic is larger than the corresponding one obtained when just the depreciation in use assumption is under
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consideration. Thus, \Ve conc1ude that incorporating the existence of countercyc1i-cal maintenance costs gives rise to a quantitavely important source of propagation to aggregate technology shocks.
In this case, the standard deviation of the HP fil tered level of technology (O"z) IS roughly a 30% less than the one obtained under the depreciation in use assumption.
Furthermore, when \Ve compare our results with a standard real business cyc1e model as the one studied by Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992) , in which technology shocks are measured by the Solow residual and it is assumed the same process for technology shocks, we find that the standard eleviation of our innovation to technology is nearly a 60% less.
Conclucling remarks
In this papel' we quantify the role playeel by variable capital utilization rates anel maintenance costs in propagating technology shocks over the busines cyc1e. To this purpose \Ve moelel a depreciation technology depending both on the utilization rate al1d the maintenance rateo Fol1owing part of the literature we assume that using capital increases the rate at which capital elepreciates. In adelition, \Ve argue that the maintenance aetivity must be countercyc1ical, because it is cheaper for the firm to repair anel maintain machines when they are stoppeel than when machines are being employeel. We finel that small innovations to technology ineluce large fiuetuations in output through the procyc1icality of effeetive capital services anel the countercyc1icality of the maintenance aetivity. Specifical1y, uneler our moelel specification the volatility of output is more than two times larger than the volatility of our measure of technology shocks. Furthermore, our estimate for the volatility of output is c10se to the one implied by U. S. elata.
These finelings support the traelitional argument of the real business cyc1es literature that fiuetuations in technical progress can account for a large fraetion of observed fiuetuations in aggregate economic time series. Further explorations are necessary to 14 , ,-evaluate the behavior of the model in accounting for additional features of observed business cycles and to build evidence either confirming or rejecting our hypothesis. We view the model considered in this paper as a first approximation to richer environments incorporating a completely specified depreciation technology jointIy with the role played by utilization rates in c1etermining the effective capital services. We conclude that there is much to be learned from the explicit modeling of the underemployment of production factors.
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